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Abstract: This paper is about an ontological representation of a teaching domain (a discipline) in the case of an e-learning by doing 
purpose. Going from our precedent works about using ontologies for modeling specific domains such as algorithmic and relational 

databases, we show in this paper that it is possible to generalize our approach to any domain based on e-learning by doing mode. 

The model introduced here shows a domain through two points of views: the specification view given by the ontology and the 

resources view generally known in e-learning as learning objects. The specification ontology is a granular model where the 

knowledge of a considered domain is stored, making the use of the ontology for resources retrieval (web semantic use) or for any 

other learning or teaching activity guided by the domain semantic. This model has been successfully implemented in different 

learning by doing systems for computer science domains in particular for linear programming in addition to algorithmic and 

relational databases learning. Among the novelties of this model, we have the possible propagation of the learner’s evaluation 

results to each defined components of the expert domain allowing adaptive content generation. The second novelty is related to 

the integration of pedagogical resources descriptors described using some data elements from the LOM standard metadata 

scheme. This will give connection between the ontology concepts (considered at the instance level as semantic annotations) to the 

domain pedagogical resources, what makes the model significantly more powerful. 

Keywords: Ontologies for learning, learning by doing, teaching domain modeling, semantic Web and e-learning  

1. Introduction 

In the traditional teaching approaches, most class (face to face one or virtual one) time is spent with the professor 

lecturing and the students watching and listening. It is what is called teacher centered teaching of deductive 

approaches as defined by Aristotle. Bowers and Flinders (1990) identified teacher-centered model as an industrial 

production in which student is a product without much attention to his/her needs and profile. The second main 

teaching direction is the student centered teaching also called inductive learning. Richard Felder has written or co-

authored a number of papers about the use of active, cooperative, and inductive instructional methods in college 

science and engineering courses. Among these works, we have (R.M. Felder and R. Brent; 2009) and (M.J. Prince and 

R.M. Felder, 2006). This teaching direction is that one already defined at the end of the 19th century by John Dewey 

(Westbrook R. B, 1993). This last introduced the concept of "learning by doing" developed today to be used as a 

resource in methodologies such as project-based learning, learning by group or solving problems. The learner is, 

therefore faced to, from one side to the theoretical and technical knowledge and from another to practice in order to 

acquire the ability to create links between practice and taught domain. Among several ways to “learn by doing”, we 

find simulation, serious games and problem resolution. We consider this last way in the current work, and refer to 

“problems” as “evaluation units”. To solve problems, the learner has to combine domain components and learns from 

the returns of his/her actions. This way of learning helps to avoid shallow learning and facilitate removal of 

misconceptions. In addition, research on skill acquisition has revealed a power relationship between the amount of 

practice and performance (Nokes, T., Schunn, C., & Chi, M.T.H., 2010). 

Besides the interest to learning by doing mode, the growth of the use of computers and networks in learning these 

last years, has been changing the sight on teaching domains modeling: different points of views have to be considered 

to get a good representation, easy to exchange, adapted to a distant use, adapted to complex learning activities such 

as evaluation, completely or partly reusable from a domain to another and from an Learning Management System 

(LMS) to another. 



The existing meta-models for teaching domains (integrated in standards as SCORM, LOM
1
 …) are more adapted for 

resources (documents, videos, courses, etc), commonly called learning objects, representation. These standards are 

very useful for course generation, resources management and even for evaluation with testing. However, they can be 

improved to become more “cognitive” and to give a better support to automated learning activities such as 

automated learners evaluation or adapted content generation. Indeed in our previous works about automated 

evaluation (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2009) (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2010), we have noticed the impact of 

teaching domains modeling on the learners’ knowledge evaluation (especially summative and formative ones) and 

finally on his/her progression.  

In most of the proposed models, teaching domains representations are reduced to pedagogical resources descriptions 

and the semantic contained essentially in the links between the domain components; very useful for some learning 

activities, are not modeled. In fact, a domain component can be learned using different learning objects. Besides, the 

domain semantics is very important for a semantic retrieval of learning resources and has to be considered in a more 

attentive way. 

Starting from this issue and from our precedent works (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2009) (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 

2010), we propose in this paper a general way to operate an ontological modeling of teaching domains for e-learning 

by doing. This model describes a given domain with Concepts, links, pedagogical resources descriptors and rules, a 

priori, valuable for each discipline. This representation will help designers to easily define, for each domain, its specific 

knowledge base by a semi automatic instantiation process. Our objective is a domain representation both appropriate 

for information retrieval and for “cognitive” and complex automated teaching activities such as learners’ evaluation by 

reasoning on detected errors when there are open questions. Indeed, a discipline which is represented using the 

proposed ontology will be in some way capitalized and digitalized so that new computer programs can be easily added 

to implement learning activities in general and learning by doing ones since among the knowledge of the discipline we 

integrate evaluation units (exercises, questions, projects…), errors, examples … These last will sensibly help to get 

speed and quality of learning by doing material engineering. This is valuable in the case of e-learning or blended 

learning modes.  

This model was first implemented with a Self learning relational database and used by PHP and JavaScript programs 

for different complex learning activities such as errors diagnosis and learner’s marking. After that, for an easier and 

more efficient use via the Web with the Semantic Web tools, we undertook an implementation with OWL (Ontology 

Web Language).  

What follows is first a general view about related works and then some details on our generic proposed model, which 

implementation and evaluation is discussed at the end. After that, we present our conclusion on this approach. 

2. Related Works 

The works related to modeling teaching domain in e-learning are mainly dedicated for numerical pedagogical 

resources management. In (Fresno-Fernandez V. & al., 2004), the objective is the automatic generation of what the 

authors call WLMs (Web-based Learning Materials) on the Web from content. Content can be an animation, sound, a 

question, an exercise, etc and is coded in XML (for structure) and XSL (for format presentation). In (Liu Q & al., 2004), 

granularity and taxonomy for reuse of learning objects are presented and discussed. In this work, a learning content, 

considered as a pedagogical resource, is represented as a tree at four levels (from top to bottom): course, unit, lesson 

and knowledge unit. In (K. Verbert & al. 2005) [7], ontology is developed for learning object (LO) construction going 

from more granular LO which are pedagogical resources initially stored in a resource base. The same work is 

 learner’s modeling and domain 

representation but only with concepts proposed by SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System Reference)
2
, a W3C 

recommendation for sharing and linking knowledge organization systems via the Web. IMS-QTI
3
 (Tian-Wen Song & 

Ting-Ting Wu, 2006) is another formalism produced by the IMS consortium to provide a data model to represent 

questions, test data and to report their corresponding results. We finally have to notice that these works use 

metadata. Indeed, metadata are fundamental in e-Learning applications for describing learning materials and other 

knowledge information (B. Liu & B. Hu, 2006).  

1
  

2
 http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-  

3
Instructional Management Systems- Question and Test Interoperability: 

http://www.imsglobal.org/question/qti_v2p0/imsqti_oviewv2p0.html 

                                                        



We find more interest for modeling teaching domain structure as it is the case in (Suraweera P. & al., 2004) and 

(Hatzilygeroudis I. & Prentzas J. ,2004) on the side of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). In (Hatzilygeroudis I. & 

Prentzas J. ,2004), about intelligent tutoring systems knowledge requirements, a teaching domain is composed of two 

types of knowledge: course units and domain elements, ones defining the structuring of domain concepts, others 

being related to the teaching components such as courses, pages displaying exercises, images, simulations, ... so 

pedagogical resources. 

As in (Angelova G. & al., 2004), we claim that without explicit domain knowledge, the semantics of the learning 

objects can be described in general terms only. In our view, the domain ontology is required as part of advanced 

learning solutions as: 

 It structures the learning content in a natural way and provides a backbone unifying the granularity of all 

kinds of learning objects, 

 it enables knowledge-based solutions to complex tasks (e.g. checking the correctness of learner’s solutions 
in natural language), 

 it allows for clearer diagnostics of the learner misconceptions and supports a consistent, domain 
independent strategy for planning the adaptive behavior of the system, 

 it provides annotation markers that might facilitate the interoperability and exchange of learning 

resources, 

The Semantic Web (SW) (Berners Lee T. & al., 2001) is an evolving extension of the WWW that allows expressing 

information in a machine-interpretable form and it is expected to revolutionize scientific publishing and sharing of 

data on the Internet (Bianchi S & al., 2009). It is an emerging domain in the web technologies world that is founded on 

ontologies for knowledge representation. This last represents knowledge with concepts, links and in some cases also 

with rules/axioms and functions. Thus, the main goal of SW is automated reasoning on knowledge connected to 

documents. The main tools used in SW technologies, summarized in (Dehors, S., 2007), are used for editing formalized 

knowledge as ontologies, annotating and/or indexing pedagogical resources, visualizing knowledge and ontology 

components and information retrieval by navigating through knowledge and resources.  

The term “ontology” comes from the field of philosophy that is concerned with the study of being or existence 

n science, ontology may be defined as “a formal and 

defines ontology as “a set of knowledge terms, including the vocabulary, the semantic interconnections, and some 

simple rules of inference and logic for some particular topic” (Hendler, J., 2001). Ontology’s are typically specified in 

languages that allow abstraction away from data structures and implementation strategies existence (Gruber T., 

 

 

 
help to formalize the process of constructing an ITS, 

 provide primitives facilitating  description of knowledge at conceptual level, 

 help to construct an explicit model, 

 Provide axioms directing the build of the ITS. 

Different ontology’s have been developed for computer based teaching/learning systems. Among these works we 

have: 

 

2005). The model defines content component at different levels of granularity and relationships between 

components. This ontology uses metadata to describe some general features of teaching domain, but only from 
existing or “discovered” resources point of view. 

 The task ontology presented in (Mizoguchi, R. & al., 1992) is composed of some control structures specific to 

respective tasks used for knowledge acquisition data and also integrated in (Ikeda M. & al., 1997) for an authoring tool 
development. It is a domain expert (teaching domain for us) description from “process” or “task” point of view. 

The LOCO (Learning Object Context Ontology) (Knight, C. & al., 2006) is an IMS-LD-based ontology. It provides an 

ontological framework that can be used for the development of Semantic Services as “learning designs” using the 

ALOCOM ontology learning objects representation. The teaching domain is not directly concerned by this ontology. It 



is the same fact for the LOCO-Cite) (Knight, C. & al., 2006) which is ontology for bridging the learning object content 
(ALOCOM) and learning design ontologies (LOCO). 

OMNIBUS ontology is described in (Hayashi, Y. & al., 2009) as a solution for the noticed disjunction between 

learning/instructional theories and standard technologies. It aims to support the development of learning content by 

providing developers with environments that ensure that learning/instructional theories can be easily incorporated 
within IMS LD scenarios. The OMNIBUS ontology deals more with a pedagogical point of view. 

 

Around 2006, several works were published in the e-learning community to use SW for e-learning systems 

improvement. However until now, there has been no concrete results about the impact of automated reasoning in e-

learning platforms and the documents approach remains the main way to describe a teaching domain. Thus, the use 

of domain ontologies is still essentially for document retrieval, annotation and construction. 

3. Modeling teaching domains 

Teaching domain (or discipline) model construction is among the priorities when developing any education or training 

system. The material to teach is the essence of the system, because if it is poorly represented, it will be always poorly 

presented to learners and the efficiency of the other system modules will not help anyway. Several formalisms have 

been tried (logic, production rules, semantic networks …) before the advent of Information and Communication 

Technology that have changed the sight on information, its use and its needs. One of the most important concepts 

that have been introduced by ICT in this domain is related to the use of ontologies, which are nowadays, more and 

more used in learning systems.  

This paper is about the domain knowledge “decompilation” (cf. Figure 1) (Mizoguchi, R. & al., 1992) that can be 

connected in future works to tasks ontologies. Although, we describe the “decompiled” domain knowledge as generic 

concepts,  relations and  rules valuable to help teaching domains  knowledge bases construction and use. This 

proposition is for any kind of leaning approach, however the “expertise” in our work will be a ‘learning by doing 

expertise” where some elements are added to an easy use for learning by doing tasks such as error diagnosis, profile 

definition, data mining of learner’s errors...  

 
Figure 1: Expertise decompilation (mizoguchi & al., 1992) 

The domain ontology described in this paper includes the “domain knowledge” of Figure 1 and a set of knowledge 

(more than generic vocabulary) of task ontology commonly used for learning by doing tasks. It will remains specific 

knowledge for each of learning by doing tasks that can be represented as task ontologies. We think indeed that the 

task ontology described in (Ikeda M. & al., 1997) can be broken on two parts: one is “problem solving domain” 

ontology (which fits the present work) and the other corresponding to “problem solving tasks” ontologies. 

 

Our aim is to define a standard formalization of teaching domain ontology with SW tools to provide a computational 

ontology that can be used by different learning systems such as e-learning platforms and Web-ITS. Each use will be a 

web service using knowledge deduced by a semantic reasoning based on the teaching domain ontology. This model is 

dedicated for an e-learning by doing context.  

In addition, instead of developing different ontologies for different learning domains, we propose here a metamodel 

(going from already developped ontologies for different teaching domains) where the most used concepts, necessary 

for learning by doing activities, are integrated.  

Going from these assumptions and what was already proposed in (Hatzilygeroudis I. & Prentzas J., 2004) about 

domain decomposition, we define two parts for describing TDO (Teaching Domain Ontology): the specification of that 

domain and the pedagogical resources (PR) (see Figure 2). The specification is a set of knowledge used for domain 



characterization by defining its components, links and rules. PR are a collection of learning materials saved as files 

with different possible formats (documents, pictures, video, sounds, ...) and used during teaching activities. Of course, 

links between these resources can be defined using those between the concepts to which they refer to. We just notice 

Nevertheless, the works about that are often about "indexing learning objects" or resources annotation. Some of 

them, such as (Fontaine D. & al., 2006) have deeply studied the navigation among resources using the links described 

in the domain specification. 

In this paper, we focus more on general semantics of a teaching domain to define the main concepts, links and rules. 

Hence, for the PR representation, we can use ALOCOM  model, as we can equally  think to improve the LOCO model 

by replacing "resource description" class by a "domain description" class, composed of the classes “specification” and 

"resource description"(PR Class). Doing this, one can use LOCO-cite ontology when it is needed to connect LOCO and 

ALOCOM ontologies as explained in (Knight, C. & al., 2006). In the other hand, TDO can be integrated to OMNIBUS 

ontology (Hayashi, Y. & al., 2009)  as a “what to learn” class that is in the “World of cognition” part. OMNIBUS model 

can also be viewed as the pedagogical context for an expert domain described with TDO.  

Finally, we can say that the interest has to be focused on the domain that will be taught and not on this domain in a 

general way. For example the “pediatric teaching domain” is not the same as the “pediatric domain” since teaching 

pediatric requires additional components. More precisely, a concept such as “pediatric diagnosis errors” will not be a 

part of the “pediatric domain” representation, when it has to be explicitly mentioned in the “pediatric teaching 

domain” model, if we want to avoid these mistakes in the practice of pediatrics by students. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The two main parts of a domain 

In our approach, in order to teach a domain, we start from the domain specification and let pedagogical resources to 

be linked in a second time. We obviously consider that domain expert is able to produce at least one possible resource 

(book, course etc) to make effective the learning activity, in particular in the case of distant learning. 

Besides, to make the considered domain more exploitable in learning sessions, we recall that its knowledge is always 

combined with pedagogical knowledge on one part and knowledge about learners on other part. Indeed, one has to 

be careful to correctly distinguish domain concepts from those related to learners or pedagogy. 
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4. The Tdo description 

To build teaching domain ontology for an e-learning by doing purpose, we need in one hand some concepts and 

semantic relations common to any kind of learning or e-learning activity such as structural components, pedagogical 

resources descriptors and the prerequisite or composition relations. In the other hand, other concepts and relations 

are added for learning by doing purpose. These last are shown in Figure 3 as “nonstructural components”. As result, 

the proposed ontology can be used, completely or partially, for other types of learning than learning by doing. In our 

works until now, we validate it for the case of problem based learning systems for some computer science trainings 

disciplines. As it is detailed below, the main concepts added for learning by doing are: Evaluation units and Errors.  

Figure 3 gives a general sight about the taxonomy got with the "is a" link between the ontology concepts. The 

different elements (concepts and semantic relations) of the proposed ontology are presented in what follows. 

4.1 Concepts  

A. 1. The components class 

These are the teaching domain components required to learn or teach the domain. We propose two sub 

classes for a component:  

The “structural component” class: These are components of the teaching domain structure which define the core of 

the domain. All other sub-concepts will be defined to help in learning these structural components. For this class, the 

first main defined concept is called a notion. A notion, if it is complex, can be broken down into several (sub-) notions. 

At the lowest level, we have   elementary or granular notions, called knowledge items (KI), what constitutes the second 

main concept. At this stage of our research, this domain decomposition is defined under the responsibility of a human 

expert. We therefore recommend strictly hierarchical trees (see Figure 4) of notions. Indeed, in our works about 

algorithmic teaching, we put on the assumption about the possibility to have a KI that can fit into the composition of 

different notions. However after the use of the algorithmic ontology for an automated learner’s evaluation (Bouarab-

Dahmani F. & al., 2009), we got some difficulties to manage this multi-inheritance for KI that, in fact, rarely exists in 

practice. 

 

Figure 3: The class concepts hierarchy (with the relation “Is A”) proposed by TDO 



The “nonstructural component” class: These are didactical “tools” defined by an expert, who can teach the considered 

domain according to a given pedagogy. Nonstructural components can be different according to the kind of learning, 

learning objectives, pedagogical constraints, specificities of the area to teach, ... In our current case of learning by 

doing based teaching, we consider the main nonstructural concepts commonly used in academics, which are 

evaluation units (exercises, questions, …), examples, solutions and errors. A nonstructural component can be 

presented as a “projection” on structural components (see Figure 5) since it is dedicated to reinforce their learning. 

The main proposed concepts for this subclass are:  

An evaluation unit is constructed to allow evaluation of structural components comprehension by the learner. This will 

require definition of a range of items, which are expected to appear in the formulation of the learner’s solution, to 

make it correct, what corresponds in fact to retrieve in this solution notions that appear at different levels of the 

domain’s ontology. To fix this issue, in the description of an evaluation unit, we introduce links pointing required 

notions, and focus on those pointing knowledge items. We also introduce other features as data structures such as 

difficulty level, the degree of importance of each component and so on. On other hand, the description of an 

evaluation unit contains links to adequate pedagogical resources that can be one of the IMS- Instructional 

Management Systems - Question and Test Interoperability resources. This way, a TDO question can be an IMS-QTI 

item and an exercise can be an IMS-QTI section or assessment, making our concept of evaluation unit more general 

than IMS-QTI data structures, since it can be an open question (exercise), a case study, or even a mini-project, for 

instance. 

 

 

Figure 4: Structural decomposition of a teaching domain 

 
Figure 5: Nonstructural components and their projection by semantic links on structural components  
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An error is an abstract knowledge of the domain that can appear when learning a domain by solving evaluation units. 

A learner’s error is generally symptomatic of misunderstanding of domain notions. An error (or a mistake) is 

considered as an unintentional wandering or deviation from accuracy, or right conduct
4
. Misconceptions (bad 

understanding of domain notions) are one of the main causes of students’ errors and “bugs” (wrong way of 

resolution).Our purpose here is that learner’s errors have to be exploited to allow improvement of  learner’s skills and 

progression , and to increase the speed of the learning process. To increase the effectiveness of the error detection 

process, we suggest a hierarchical taxonomy of possible errors (as shown in Figure 4). Indeed, we consider that two 

main types of errors (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2009) can occur in a solution proposed by a learner: the form errors 

related to the learner’s solution form or presentation and the semantic errors relate to the sense of the learner’s 

solution, such as a logical expression and/or scheduling tasks inadequate to the proposed evaluation unit. A semantic 

error can be common semantic error (CSE) when it can be found in different solution of respectively different 

evaluation units so do not depend on exercise’s statement, or a specific semantic error (SSE) when it is about 

characteristics expected in a solution not expressed in the learner’s solution. 

In fact, we name each reference in an evaluation unit i to a knowledge item KIj, a characteristic (a feature) Cij of the 

evaluation unit (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2009), to which is associated at least one specific semantic error as a 

potential error. 

 

An example is an illustration of a structural component use. This illustration must be as simple as possible to help the 

structural component understanding. 

 

A solution gives, for an evaluation unit, one of the correct ways to solve it. The solution is not defined to be used by 

the error diagnosis process but only for display. 

 

A. 2. The pedagogical resources descriptors class 

It is dedicated to PR description. This class describes the main metadata about a PR stored in the local server or on the 

Web such as the URL, the title, the main ideas … These metadata can be inspired from existing models such as the 

LOM standard or ALOCOM. PR descriptors are essentially defined to index the PR chosen by the domain expert. It is 

also the proposed way to connect PR to the ontology components by creating annotations. 

4.2 Semantic Relations  

Semantic Relations between concepts, in this paper are defined as connections between the linked 

concepts senses or meanings. We distinguish between two basic categories of semantic relation: 

hierarchical ones and associative ones. A hierarchical link between two concepts indicates that one is in 

some way more general than the other. An associative link between two concepts indicates that the two 

are inherently "related", but excludes existence of a hierarchical relation between them. The main semantic 

relations considered in our purpose are synthesized in the UML class diagram of Figure 6. We define in 

particular:  

4
 Dictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2012. 

                                                   



 

Figure 6: The UML class diagram of TDO 

B.1. Hierarchical semantic relations  

It includes: 

 Composed of relations (denoted by filled diamonds on the UML representation): These are 

structural and taxonomic links representing the composition relationships between the domain’s 

structural components. We define two kind of composition relation:  

o N-Composed-of-N: relating a notion to its sub-notions, and N-part-of-N, the inverse relation. 

This Parthood as a relation between instances is transitive (for all p, p1, p2, if p N-part-of-N p1 

and p1 N-part-of-N p2, then p N-part-of-N p2). anti-symmetric (for all p, p1, if p N-part-of-N p1 

and p1 N-part-of-N p then p and p1 are identical); 

o N-Composed-of-KI links a notion to its knowledge items; the inverse relation in this case is KI-

part-of-N. 

 Is A relations: These taxonomic links define sub classes for a given class of concepts. This is the link 

"Is A" known in the object-oriented approach as inheritance link. The “Is A” link is transitive. Figure 

4 represents the hierarchy produced by the ‘Is A” link with TDO. 

B. 2. Associative relations 

Each associative relation is defined by two roles (the relation and its inverse). The main associative 

relations defined in the proposed ontology and shown by Figure 6 are given in what follows. The inverse 

relation name is put between brackets: 

 Is related to (Has-Potential-Error): This is a relation between an error and a KI. It is a didactic 

relation because it may change from an educational context to another.  

We have chosen to link each possible error to a knowledge item, knowing that these links can 

be propagated (as for the evaluation units) by bottom transitivity to all nodes of the tree 

representing the domain’s structural decomposition. Thus, a given item may have several 
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- weight

- SSE detection rule

Imposs …Evaluation Unit
definedFor

evaluatedBy

0..*

requiredFor
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Has -Potential -Error

Impossible d'…
Pedagogical Resource 

Descriptor

Impossible d'…- URL

I

Is related to

Error

1..*

Non Structural Component 

Examples

Evaluation Unit Solution

Is solution for

Has solution 1

Component

Impossible d'…Semantic Annotation1..*

Annotates

Is annotated

1..*

Is Example-of-SC

Is-Example-of-err

1.. 1

Has Example-SC 0..* Err-has-Example



possible errors. However, we assume that every error may relate to only one item. This 

assumption imposes a domain’s structure as detailed as possible, which could lead to define 

new items, corresponding to new errors, what finally leads to the building of a more precise 

domain. 

 Is required for (Requires): It is a didactical association between structural components (notions 

and KI). It indicates that a structural component x must be known before another one y (x is 

required for y or y requires x) because the first component is necessary to allow understanding 

of the second one. This link is particularly used with learning systems, and is a transitive. 

 Evaluated By (Defined for): It defines an association between an evaluation unit and knowledge 

items called in Figure 6 “Characteristic”. This relation is described by a coefficient (an attribute) 

expressing the importance degree of the KI for the concerned evaluation unit. This coefficient 

will be linked to some specific semantic errors detection rules that may be used by semantic 

analyzer of error diagnosis module. 

 Is example of-SC (Has example-SC): It defines a link between an example and a structural 

component.  

 Is example of-err (Err-Has example): Is a link between an example and an error. This relation is 

proposed to add examples related to errors to explain how an error can be done.  

 Is solution for (has solution): It is the link going from a solution to its corresponding evaluation 

unit, knowing that an evaluation unit may have different solutions. 

 Is annotated (Annotates): It is an association between the PR descriptors class and the 

components class one (see Figure 6). A semantic annotation (SA) in this case defines which part 

of the PR (or which PR) is about the pointed component. This class description will depend on 

the PR structure and the PR descriptors. We anticipate different sub classes for the SA class and 

plan to present them in future works. 

 

B.3. Inferred relations 

When combining some TDO relations (two or more), we can get significant inferred relationships with 

which we can deduce interesting knowledge. We have the combination of the same relations (e.g. 

transitivity) and those where different relations are combined. Hence, domain-independent rules can be 

integrated with TDO such as the following examples given from a set of possible significant deduction rules 

combining different semantic relations of TDO: 

Rule-A1: if n1 N-Composed-of-N n2 and n2 N-Composed-of-KI n3 then n1 N-Composed-of-KI  n3 

Rule-A2: if n N-Composed-of-KI k and k EvaluatedBy x then n EvaluatedBy x 

Rule-A3: if n N-Composed-of-KI k and k Has-Potential-Error e then n Has-Potential-Error e 

Rule-A4: if n1 N-Composed-of-N n2 and n3 Is Required for n2 then n3 Is Required for n1 

Rule-A5: if n N-Composed-of-KI k1 and k2 Is Required for k1 then k2 Is Required for n 

5. Use cases and discussion  

As we mentioned in the introduction, a TDO based model has been used first in different domains for e-learning by 

doing such as algorithmic, relational databases and linear programming. The knowledge bases respectively obtained 

for these domains are managed with a reusable interface called author space (see Figure 7). The platforms for 

algorithmic e-learning and relational databases e-learning are developed by computer science engineers of our 

university using mainly PHP, Mysql databases server for the ontology implementation and management. The UML 

classes and associations are implemented as relational tables. The different rules are integrated in PHP scripts so are 

implemented in a procedural way. After the generalization of the TDO model in order to make it domain-independent, 



what was our goal at this stage, its instantiation and use was relatively easy, even for complex tasks as learners’ 

fourteen (14) for algorithmic and two (2) for linear programming. The author interface was first used with the 

algorithmic platform and reused for relational databases and linear programming platforms what made these last’s 

development faster. We just recall indeed that, for the moment, the instantiation of TDO for a specific domain is done 

by a human expert according to TDO concepts before the use of the author interface.  

The resulted learning by doing systems were successfully experimented with students and teachers of our university 

where the domain ontology was used for different learning tasks in particular learners’ evaluation (Bouarab-Dahmani 

F. & al., 2009) (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2010) and adaptive exercises selection (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2011) 

ontology concepts, semantic links and rules. However, when we attempt the implementation of some web services to 

use the ontology operationnalized as a data base, we faced some compatibility problems especially when using Java 

language. This last has the advantage to have different API to help faster services building. We noticed that this 

current implementation of TDO is not easily accessible to all possible e-learning uses, such as resources retrieval, 

knowledge visualization, reasoning, data mining tools etc. The ontological dimension of the teaching domain model is 

thus biased and its use over the Web is limited. To remedy this, we are actually considering an implementation using 

Semantic Web tools, so that, the implemented ontology could be reusable and sharable for different Web services.  

 

 

 

Figure 7: Reusable Author interface for TDO management seen with WebSiela system for algorithmic e-

learning 

We have built an operational version of TDO in the computational language OWL. Proposed by the W3C, 

OWL is actually the most used standard for this purpose. Thus, the main step of this implementation is the 

translation of the TDO model (the UML one and the added rules) to the OWL language. The chosen sub 

languages are OWL-DL for concepts and semantic relations and SWRL for the rules.  

 

The principles that we have used to map the UML diagram into an OWL file, are compliant with the UML to OWL 

mapping rules defined in the ODM (Ontology Definition Metamodel) of the OMG (ODM, 2009). This compliance is 

important to provide in the future an automatic generation of the OWL ontology according to the MDE (Model Driven 

Engineering) approach (Djuric D. & al., 2005). 

Thus, the concepts classes and the associative relations ones of TDO are translated as OWL classes. The links are 

represented as OWL object properties. 



We have used the 

is shown). The Obtained file can be used with protégé (instantiation, reasoning, SPARQL request for the knowledge 

base interrogation …) or by Java projects using special frameworks such as Jena
5
. 

 
Figure 8: Class hierarchy of TDO in Protégé 4.4 Tool 

The OWL file created by the tool describes the concepts and the relations respectively as OWL classes or OWL object 

properties (see Figure 9 for examples). It contains also the rules descriptions with the SWRL language.  

This OWL file can be used for those uses that we have already implemented with a data base with a larger 

sight and also for some other web services that we couldn’t easily develop with the precedent 

implementation. For more clarity, the following example (see Table 1) shows an evaluation unit instance 

(for the Exercise subclass) extracted from the relational databases teaching domain knowledge base (which 

is an instance of TDO ontology) (Bouarab-Dahmani F. & al., 2010). From Table 1, we can see the semantic 

relations between the evaluation unit “Exercise 2”, notions (from the first and the second levels) and 

knowledge items at the most granular level. Table 2 gives some specific semantic errors with specifying 

related knowledge items by giving the corresponding numbers. This shows how we can easily get, for 

example, the domain components evaluated by exercise 2. However, to know which are the  errors 

committed by a group of students when solving exercise 2, or the knowledge items and/or notions 

concerned by the most detected errors after an exercise session, we need an inference engine since the 

necessarily  knowledge to make such deductions is not enough structured so that we can represent it in a 

database.  

5
 http://jena.sourceforge.net/tutorial/index.html 

                                                      



  

Figure 9: Extract from the generated OWL file by the Tool Protégé 4.4  

Table 1: Example of bond Exercise-knowledge items-Notions in the case of Relational databases teaching 

Exercise 2 Statement   First level Notions  Second level Notions         knowledge items  

"Going from the following 

relational diagram about an 

AIRBASE :  

-PILOTE(NUMPIL, NOMPIL, 

ADR, SAL) 

-PLANE(NUMAV, NOMAV, CAP, 

LOC) 

-FLY (NUMVOL, NUMPIL , 

NUMAV, VILLE_DEP, 
VILLE_ARR , H_DEP, 

H_ARR) 

Answer with algebraic 

operators this request :  

 What are the planes (number 

and name) located at Toulouse 

and those that have already fly 

to Singapore” 

 

 

 

- Introduction to 

the relational 

model 

 

 

-Relational 

algebra   

 

 

-The relation concept 

 

-Algebraic operation   

 

-Binary operators   

 

-Monadic operators  

 

6. Definition of a relation   

7 Attribute of a relation   

 

9 Key of a relation   

10 Diagram of a relation   

19 Principle of monadic operators   

20 The selection operator  

22 The projection operator 

24 Syntax of monadic algebraic 

operation  

25 -Principle of binary operators   

26 - The union operator 

34 Syntax of a binary algebraic operation   

35. Syntax of a condition in an algebraic 

operation   

36. Lexicon of the words   

37.Syntax of an algebraic operation 

... 
  </owl:Ontology>                                                                           

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Structural_component"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf>   

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Component"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Notion"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Structural_component"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Pedagogical_ressource_description"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Concept_TDM"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:ID="Semantique_error"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:ID="Error"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

... 
    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Evaluated_by">        

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Knowledge_item"/> 

    <owl:inverseOf> 

      <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Defined_for"/> 

    </owl:inverseOf> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Evaluation_unit"/> 

 … 

 

 

The  class 

“structural 

component”  

The sub class  

« component » 

The Domain  

 Inverse 

 

The range 

The  associative 

relation 

Evaluated_by  



Table 2: Examples of Specific semantic errors extracted from the errors base of the Relational databases 

teaching domain 

Num Error  Error text  Num  Knowledge Item  

23  The complement algebraic operator found whereas it is not envisaged by the exercise  21  

24  The projection  operator is not found in the solution  22  

2 6  The  intersection operator not found whereas it is  envisaged by the exercise   

2 7  The complement algebraic operator not found whereas it is envisaged by the exercise 21  

 The second attribute identifier used in the projection operator is not the good  22  

29  The relation identifier used for projection operator is not the suited one  22  

30  The number of attributes in the projection operator is different from two  22  

31  The first relation identifier in the union operator is not the good  26  

32  the second relation identifier in the union operator is not the good  26  

34  the first relation  identifier difference operator is not the good  27  

35  the second relation identifier difference operator is not the good  27  

… …  …  

 

In the end, the TDO ontology is more “accessible” as an OWL file, which has been successfully used for simple 

requests (using Java servlets, Jena and SPARQL), for resources retrieval and for the ontology management (such as 

knowledge base instantiation of TDO for specific domains) as shown by Figure 10. Our aim is now to use TDO 

implemented as OWL file for more complex learning activities implemented by different Web services (see Figure 11) 

such as those already experimented with databases and script languages (adaptive exercises generation, learners’ 

evaluation, …) and for other learning activities that need reasoning and data exploration to get recommendations for 

e-learners.  

 
Figure 10: Using the OWL ontology by a web service to TDO management 

 



 
Figure 11:Using TDO for an efficient response to user’s queries 

6. Conclusion 

We have presented in this paper an ontological model for the representation of teaching domains. It integrates 

pedagogical resources descriptors and semantic annotations that can be used by learning by doing systems to execute 

different learning activities and to connect resources anywhere through the Web. This ontology has been first 

implemented using relational tables and scripts languages for different learning domains and was successfully 

evaluated. After that, we attempt an implementation with Web semantic technologies.  

Our results show that the ontological model that we have implemented on specific domains teaching, as presented in 

our previous works, can be generalized to provide a kind of metamodel that becomes reusable for domain knowledge 

that complies with the structuring process we have defined. 

For the moment, the TDO model was particularly used for pedagogical resources retrieval in a prototype developed 

using Java servlets in NetBeans
6
 environment (where the resources are already described by PR descriptors and stored 

in the local server). We are currently developing more complex Web services using the OWL file such as learners’ 

evaluation or automatic knowledge acquisition.  
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